
VENUS RETREAT 

Program & Schedule 

25th of September – Day 1 
12:00 – 16:00 Arrival & Check in 

16:00 – 18:00 Opening Session 

What is the Venus Sequence:  How it can reveal our deepest wounds and 
repeating patterns, while at the same time it is also revealing our deepest 
embodied fulfilment.

The Venus Map:   
4 Unconscious places: Purpose, Attractor, SQ, and Core, where we have 
difficulty to be truly aware of and fully embody. 

2 Conscious places: IQ & EQ, where the defense patterns of all our 
relationships can be seen, felt, understood, forgiven and released. Then 
the life force trapped in defense of our hearts can be freed to awaken our
higher purpose. 

18:00 – 19:30 Dinner and free time 

19:30 – 20:30 Sharing time – Why do we share? 

Throughout the Retreat, we are going dedicate a special time for real life 
stories, told from people who have walked this path. Sometimes, one of the 
biggest challenges is not that we don’t have knowledge or understanding 
about our life lessons, but that for some reason, we are unable to put our 
knowing into practice, which means to embody it. 

That’s why we are going to share real life practical examples from people 
who have had breakthroughs with their Venus Sequnce, which will show us 
how the theme of the day can bring results in our everyday experience.



26th of September – Day 2 
7:00 – 8:30 

Taoist Qi Gong & Sun Gazing to Embody Forgiveness 

8:30 – 9:30 Breakfast 

10:00 – 13:00 
Morning Session 

IQ & EQ  Repeat or Evolve 

The IQ & EQ are truly a miraculous signpost because those are the
conscious places within each of us that will allow us to access our highest
potential. 
During this retreat we will spend a lot of time contemplating and making deep 
connections with our own life. Until we truly see this repeating pattern in our 
lives, the rest of the Venus Sequence and the evolution of our Soul on this 
earth remains locked away. 

More than any other place in your Venus Sequence this repeating pattern is 
the one that has the biggest need of the healing and the life giving balm of
forgiveness. Once you can understand and can forgive your own defense
pattern, it’s far more easier to understand and forgive everyone else’s. 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 16:00 
Private contemplation and free time for rest or walks 

16:00 – 18:00 
Afternoon Session 

The Eden Loop: Taking the IQ & EQ deeper 

Deep individual and group contemplations on the repeating patterns in all our 
relationships up till now. 

What is the Eden Loop? How the Eden Loop blocks our Souls growth and the 
embodiment of a deeply fulfilling purpose. 

18:00 – 19:30 Dinner and free time 

19:30 – 20:30 
Sharing time, Q&A and Review of the Day 

Real life sharing’s of the Eden loop in action in our relationships 



27th of September – Day 3 
7:00 – 8:30 Taoist Qi Gong & Sun Gazing to Embody Forgiveness 

of the IQ & EQ 

8:30 – 9:30 
Breakfast 

10:00 – 13:00 Morning Session 

Our Deeply Fulfilling Purpose in Life that we are destined to embody and 
to be an example of. 

Here we are going to make the conscious connection between our IQ & EQ  
so we can realize how it blocks us from fulfilling our higher purpose. We are 
going to make deep individual and group contemplations of the fulfillment 
that comes from the combination of your gene key and line patterns in the 
Purpose sphere.  

Here’s a little hint about the Line patterns in this sphere: 

1st Line Fulfillment comes through embodying confidence that makes 
others feel secure. 
2nd Line Fulfillment comes through embodying naturalness that allows 
others to relax. 
3rd Line Fulfillment comes through embodying enthusiasm for life that is 
contagious. 
4th Line Fulfillment comes through embodying generosity & gentleness that 
allows others to accept themselves. 
5th Line Fulfilment comes through embodying the natural ability to lead,
through giving practical solutions, which clarifies and simplifies others
people lives.  
6th Line Fulfilment comes through embodying trust beyond trust that allows 
others to trust in themselves and life as a whole. 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 16:00 
Private contemplation and free time for rest or walks 

16:00 – 18:00 Afternoon Session 

The Attraction 

This is the mysterious and deeply unconscious auric field, which is drawing 
all experiences to us, so we can awaken and release our higher purpose into 
the world. We are either continually repeating the same attraction patterns 
that always lead us to a familiar pain or we can transform this field, so it 
begins attract ever expanding spirals of growth, purpose and spiritual 
fulfillment. 

Here, we will contemplate how our own attractor field keeps drawing 
experiences to us that will invoke the IQ and EQ defense, which can either 
take us away or towards our higher more fulfilled purpose. 

18:00 – 19:30 Dinner and free time 

19:30 – 20:30 Sharing time, Q&A and Review of the Day 

Stories of transformation from those of us that have really understood 
something about how pain protected us from fulfilling our higher Purpose. 



28th of September – Day 4 
7:00 – 8:30 Taoist Qi Gong & Sun Gazing to Embody 

Our Purpose Line & Gene Key 

8:30 – 9:30 Breakfast 

10:00 – 13:00 
Morning Session 

THE SQ Lines & Gene Key 

This is the mythical and truly innocent place inside us that represents the 
flood of love, which is a living eternal spring, pouring into our hearts and 
minds from our unique Souls.  

SQ - Unconditional Support through touch to awaken the ONE POINT 

When we look at the Gene Key and Line of our SQ we are looking at our 
Souls deep intent for this life on Earth. Here we need to release the cellular 
memory through unconditional touch on the abdomen, while at the same 
time  while at the same  time conecting into the forgiveness at the core of
life. We need to re-remember the deeply fulfilling times of our early years 
when we lived immersed in love as natural and innocent children. 
Awakening to this place within can truly heal your heart.

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 16:00 
Private contemplation and free time for rest or walks 

16:00 – 18:00 
Afternoon Session 

THE CORE 

The deepest wound of all. This is the place from which all our other wounds 
arise from and it is imprinted in us at the moment of our conception. Every 
human Soul that incarnates has to take on one of the core wounds of 
humanity. When we understand and start to heal this deep wound, we 
release our highest potential into the world through our Vocation. 

During this section of the retreat we will use group rituals to access and bring 
into consciousness this powerful place within us.  We will tune into and 
consiously ask for the support of the Rilla Mountains and the powerful nature 
of Bulgaria.

18:00 – 19:30 Dinner and free time 

19:30 – 20:30 Forgiveness Group Ritual 



29th of September – Last day 5 

7:00 – 8:30 Taoist Qi Gong & Sun Gazing to Embody Forgiveness 

8:30 – 9:30 Breakfast 

9:30 – 11:00 Closing Ritual 

11:00 – 12:00 End of the Retreat & Checking out 

WWW.GENEKEYS-BULGARIA.COM 

Email: info@genekeys-bulgaria.com 

Tel: +359 885 567 014 (preferably via Viber) 

http://www.genekeys-bulgaria.com/
mailto:info@genekeys-bulgaria.com

